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Cockpit mask Billboard titles
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Taillogo Flag of Bonaire

Wing tipAirbus logo

Location of based operations.

Logo of the manufacturer
of the two Airbus aircraft
within the fleet of FLY-CD.

By using a white engine, it makes it
more easy, but also more efficient to
replace engine components without 
repainting them.

Color codes
With having the wing-fence dipped in the distinguishable 
bright orange color, we break the contrast thanks to the wings 
reflecting the blue skies, and bright caribbean waters.
 

A black mask around the cockpitwindows
is a trent, destining from the NEO variant.
Since 2016 this is a trending feature 
that gives the livery a very modern and 
fresh look and feel. 

We at DynamicOne believe that an Airline
can be proud of their logo and brand. We 
think that the titels deserve to be very
present on the livery.  

The logo of the airline has been displayed in 
white and is also enlarged, so that the logo 
is easy to spot and is very recognizable 
while flying over.  

Artist impression of what could be, the future look of FLY-CD displayed on an Airbus A320.
Illustrated and designed by Dynamic One aviation design.

Top view
A view of the livery from the top of the aircraft. We decided that we wanted the colors to 
expand forewards that far to give the livery a dynamic feel that passengers can really 
connect with. The wings surfaces will be white. This will not only make the livery shine 
after painting. But will contain that “fresh and clean” look after many cycles.  

Bottom view
The belly of the aircraft carries the distinguishable FLY-CD mark, setting itself apart from the rest. 
Combined with the white wings and the iconic well known low approaches over the beaches 
in the Caribbean region, it was key for us to make the belly a great advertisement feature.
All it takes is enthusiast with a camera to get it on the web.  

We are Mees Jansen and Njord Zonneveld and we are graphic designers from the 
Netherlands. The passion for aviation brought us together in 2018 when we decided to team 
up. In April 2019 we did our first cooperation with Danish Air Transport, and together with 
the airline we designed a retro livery for a McDonnell Douglas MD-82 (OY-RUT) aircraft. 
After this adventure the passion and ambition only grew. We founded the name DynamicOne 
aviation design soon after.  “When we sit down to design something, we make sure that 
everything feels right. Even the music. Every livery that we create is from the heart. And 
thanks to our cooperation, also with sense.”

Njord Zonneveld 
started out drawing back in 2013 when he also started to grow his
passion for aviation, thanks to the MD-11. In 2014, he set up an Instagram account known as
“md11aviation” which has been growing ever since, resulting in 28.000 followers, also from
people who are working with the MD-11. Not much later he started to create profile
illustrations of aircraft with the goal to make them as detailed and as accurate as possible.
Thanks to nearly 6 years of practicing and to his study as a Graphics Designer at the
Mediacollege of Amsterdam, Njord became a specialist when it comes down to technical
blueprints. With high detail and with exact precision he also makes sure taking practical
cases into account, when it comes to creating a livery of any kind.

Mees Jansen 
has fallen into aviation since he could walk. He started out
drawing airplanes when he was around 4 years old, and already back then he was paying
alot of attention to the liveries which we’re flying around back then. His goal and focus
therefore was very straight: Creating real-world airline liveries and custom liveries based on
requests, and remarkable events within the civil aviation industry. In 2007 he switched from
paper to digital profiles. Since 2014 he managed to publish his work together with the charity
foundation Aviation Legends, who are well known for their tributes to the KLM MD-11 /
Martinair MD-11, and the KLM Fokkers. All of these aircraft got their own books and
merchandise to encore these aviation legends.
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